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CAPTION OF THE PLATES

Sl. No.

1. ANALYSIS OF SOIL SAMPLES BY THE AUTHOR.
2. THE MAIN LEFT BANK CANAL (D.V.C.)
3. AGRO - BASED INDUSTRY - RICEMILL
4. COLLECTION OF FISHES FROM A LOCAL WATER BODY.
5. RIVER LIFT IRRIGATION SYSTEM
6. SHALLOW TUBEWELL IN OPERATION DURING RABI SEASON.
7. MUSTARD, ONE OF THE MAIN CROPS CULTIVATED IN WINTER SEASON.
8. NEW METHODS OF HARVESTING OF PADDY
9. PRIMITIVE IRRIGATION FROM LOCAL WATER BODY.
10. PRIMITIVE METHODS OF CULTIVATION
11. APPLICATION OF CHEMICAL FERTILIZER
12. APPLICATION OF PESTICIDES BY SPRAY MACHINE
13. MODERN IMPLEMENT USED IN CULTIVATION
14. OLD METHODS OF PLANTATION
15. EMBANKMENTS OF CANALS, USED FOR SOCIAL FORESTRY AND LOCAL TRANSPORT.
16. NATURAL CALAMITY, FLOOD AFFECTED MUD HOUSES.